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Abstrac_
In this project we have proposed several mechanisms
and its constituents,
resonance

and have detailed a series of experiments

spectroscopy,

orbital calculations

HPLC,

GC-mass

spectroscopy

water

utilizing electron spin

and ab initio molecular

to test the proposed mechanisms.

In this years work we have completed
hydration

for radiation damage to DNA

on DNA radiation

damage,

several experiments
continued

on the role of

the investigation

localization of the initial charges and their reactions on DNA, investigated

of the

protonation

reactions in DNA base anions, and employed ab initio molecular orbital theory to gain
insight into the initial events of radiation damage to DNA. Ab initio calculations have
provided an understanding
ion radical transfer

of the energetics

in DNA as well as proton transfer

ions. This has been extended
energies
neutral

of various

envolved in anion and cation formation,

components

sugar radicals.

with DNA base pair radical

in this years work to a consideration
of the DNA deoxyribose

This information

backbone

has aided the formation

of ionization
and resulting

of new radiation

models for the effect of radiation on DNA.
During this fiscal year four articles have been published, four are in press, one is
submitted

and several more are in preparation.

scientific

meetings.

Four papers have been presented

This years effort will include another

"Electron Spin Resonance of Radiation Damage to DNA".

review article

at

on the
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I. Progress

Report

1993-1994.

In the sections below we briefly describe progress made during the fiscal year. In
each case the publication

status

of the work is noted

- paper

number

refers

to

publication list on pp. 9 and 10.

a. Protonation

of Nucleobase

Which

DNA

base

press).

Reversible

is

Anions

the

in T-irradiated

ultimate

and irreversible

sink

for

protonations

of radiation

damage

of the stabilization

and reaction

they

that

migration

annealing

the

electron

and that the T(C6)Ho
signal

found in our work.

of primary

C°- to thymine

for this contention

we show that

nucleobase

anions

dAMP*dTMP,
itself.

polyG°polyC,
of the
(43%)

polydGdC*polydGdC
contributions

spectra

to carbon

> pdAdT

protonated

= DNA

in H20 on annealing.

C(C6)H o, and at C8 of the guanine

reveals

that anion protonation

whereas
mainly

protonation
G(C8)H o.

only DNA base
thymine

resulting

reaction

reaction

to undergo

in T(C6)H°.

anion radical,

in dGMPodCMP

and

for the

of dGMPodCMP,

shows

and DNA

that

fractional

is in the order:

> dGMP°dCMP
addition

(15%)
radicals

and dGMpodCMP

by protonations

in polyGopolyC

In dAMP*dTMP
found

solutions

poly[dAdT].poly[dAdT]

23%)

on

in irradiated

of the protonations

poly[dGdC] opoly[dGdC]

radical,

does not occur

below.

(3%). Two hydrogen

They are those formed

in DNA in which

species on annealing

(ca.

works

is dose dependent

at a dose of 22 kGy

(6%) > polyGopolyC

to the polyGopolyC,

details

of frozen

poly[dGdC]opol_dGdC],

ESR

of total radicals

dAMP°dTMP

understand

role in

to the 30% conversion

the conversion

in DNA from investigations

Analysis

conversion

to better

in

is the fact that only about

varies from 30% at low doses to 13 % at high doses as described
In this work we attempt

7,

C*-, T,-,

reported

To- present

to T(C6)H • in contradiction

In this work

(paper
anions

ion radicals

arises only from the original

converts

Systems.

since they play an important

from

DNA (40kGy) at 77 K. The major support
18% of the original

electron?

to DNA. Cullis et al. have recently

on the subject
suggest

the

of the nucleobase

G °- and A *- have been followed with great interest
the mechanisms

DNA and Model

G(C8)H o. Computer
in mainly

make
spectra

at C6 of cytosine

results

>

anion

analysis
C(C6)H o,

and poly[dGdC]opoly[dGdC]

yields

and poly[dAdT]°poly[dAdT]

as in DNA itself the

an irreversible

at a carbon

The conversion

protonation

of DNA anion to T(C6)H°

site is

is found to be
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dependent on dose. At low doses (5 kGy), ca. 30% conversion to T(C6)H. is found
whereas at high doses (94 kGy), only 13% conversion is found. Results show that at 40
kGy the 18% value reported by Cullis et al. is found in this work as well. The dose
dependence

is ascribed in part to ion radical recombinations

whose probabilities

are

increased at high doses. A consideration of the rates of protonations of the purine and
pyrimidine anion radicals as well as the differences in electron affinities suggest
carbon protonation reactions of DNA base anions in irradiated stacked dS DNA at
37°C would be predominantly at thymine and perhaps guanine, whereas in ssDNA all
bases could contribute.
We suggest electron migration may be expected to be a
mechanism for DNA radioprotection.
b. The Influence of Hydration on the Absolute Yields of Primary
Radicals in Irradiated DNA at 77K.

Ionic Free

1. Total Radical yields and the role of water. (paper 2, published).
In
this work, (now published), an ESR (Electron Spin Resonance) investigation of the
effect of hydration water on the absolute yields (G) of ion radicals in T-irradiated DNA
at 77 K is reported. The total DNA radical yield is found to increase by over four fold
on addition of the primary hydration layer (20 water molecules/nucleotide) to DNA.
At hydrations greater than ca. 20 waters/nucleotide the excess water freezes into a
separate and apparently radiologically independent bulk ice phase. Ice formation
steals ca. 5 waters from the hydration layer which causes a proportionate (by weight)
drop in the total DNA radical ion yield. Hydroxyl radicals (OD.) are not observed even
at great signal amplification in the primary hydration layer but are found only in the
ice phase, which suggests efficient transfer of holes and electrons from the hydration
layer to the DNA; as a consequence, DNA and its associated hydration water form
the target mass for radiation damage. These results show that water of hydration is
critical to radical formation and stabilization in DNA; however, the ice surrounding
DNA does not contribute to direct DNA damage and is found to have the same
properties as bulk ice. At 18 waters per nucleotide (F=18) about 1/4 of all ion radicals
produced by the radiation are trapped at 77 K. The k value for destruction is found to
vary only slightly with hydration.
Based on the measured G and k values
for
hydrated DNA a trapped radical ion cluster size is estimated to be about 6 nm.
For
hydrated DNA the cluster size suggests electron migration distances of about 17
bases (for migration along the DNA strand).
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2.

Yields

of Individual

Radicals

This work has progressed

with dose (paper

nicely and a paper

3, in press).

in now in press.

In this work

an

ESR (Electron
Spin Resonance)
investigation
of the yields of the individual
free
radicals formed in T-irradiated frozen DNA as a function of hydration and dose at 77K
is performed.

Analysis

of the ESR spectra

composition

radicals

are formed even at high doses (above ca. 50 kGy).

is found

composition

changes

in abundance

corresponding
radical
pmol/J),

(S').

k values

characterizes

dramatically

present

disappears

cytosine

constants)

however,

of T-" increases

anion radical

substantially.

increase

and provide

an indication
k' value

in the formation
cytosine's

of the radical

of a deuterated

cytosine

with hydration.

the imbalance

based on hole-hole

progress).
damage
nucleotide

as a Function

In our ESR studies
we noted

that

no hydroxyl

following mechanisms:
which leaves no .OH,

of DNA Hydration

on the effect of hydration
layger

could be observed

which of these
results

that

concentrations

that

for neutral

than those for ion
k' value for
effects

to cation

that

greatly
radical

A speculation

on

( work

in

on DNA radiation

15 to 20 hydration

waters

This suggests

per

on of the

1. a rapid transfer
of positive charge from H20+" to DNA
2. reaction of any hydroxyl radicals formed to produce H202 or
as a function

mechanisms
suggest

with hydration;

Layer

water

by ESR.

3. the loss of the ESR signal of °OH in the hydration
of the level of H202

with

in spurs is presented.

in the first hydration
radicals

DNA base

base., i.e. C(N3)D +, which

is found to be ca. 1.6 and is invariant

in

that

increases

of radiation

concentrations

combinations

Guanine

(the yields

A negative

of anion radical

of H202

affinity.

smaller

in terms

with a

in secondary

constants

The ratio

The Yield

electron

slightly

charge state.

for CD" are explained

(T-')

(a new constant

Destruction

radicals

3.

(CD').

for each of the

for CD" and G+' increase

such as TH" and CD" are found to be substantially

increases

doses,

data for G values

radicals

result

at higher

and k' values

samples

anion radical

at 77 K. The G value for each of the base radicals

level. The k values

T-" and a positive

few secondary

For fully hydrated

in G with dose) were performed

the hydration
that

that

with dose. Thymine

of the dose response

(the destruction

shows that the ion

dose and

at high doses, with a concomitant

Analysis

the change

free radicals

with

in the N-3 deuterated

(G +') decreases

species

constant

at low doses but nearly

increase

cation radical

nearly

at low hydration

radical

the radical

remains

taken

H202

of hydration

layer

layer due to broadening.

can aid in the determination

is at work.

We have begun

is found

in the hydration

in bulk ice.

If confirmed

this

A study
of

such a study and have found
layer

at only slightly

will put a limit

less

on the charge

5
transferprocess.
c. Ab InitioMolecular Orbital Calculationsof DNA
Radical

Ions.
In this years work we have investigated:

and

Base Pairs and Their

IE's

.

2.

calculationsof

Backbone.

5. Sugar

Formed

from Primary

Effect

of Hydration

1.
this work

(J.Phys.

and

ion radicals

their

probable
slightly

Affinities

at the

increased

unchanged

water

adds several

affinities

reported

criticism

misses

level

6. Structures

of

which

calculations

include

waters

6, in press).

In

DNA base pairs
of hydrations

at

of hydration
waters

but the

of hydration,

stabilize

relative

order

i.e., C>T>A>G.

the anion radicals

for both

is

The evidence

more than cations.

of the DNA base anions

of the base ion radicals.

affinities

of DNA bases:
was criticized

Comment

(submitted).

Recently

on the basis that the negative

should not exist (J. Phys. Chem.1993,

97,11122.).

the point of our work and we have responded

electron

We believe this

with a comment which

in abreviated form below.

A recent report essentially
and suggests

This ignores

denies the existence

affinities.

basis functions

the experimental

of states of negative

electron

the uracil anion should exist only in weak dipole bound state.

the fact that many molecular

electron

contracted

3. Higher

We have found that both the EAs and IEs are

of hydration

affinities

on EA's

Sites on the DNA Sugar

on EAs and IEs (paper

we have performed

in DNA.

ev to the stability

our work on electron

negative

Radical

shown in this years work that full solvation

2. Electron

is presented

Comment.

in DNA Model Systems.

3-21G level

from the order without

We have further

water

Radical Ions.

by the waters

also shows that the waters

4.Cation

Radicals

Chem, in press)

sites of hydration

affinities

of DNA Bases:

IE and EA in DNA bases.

Phosphate
Products

Electron

1. Effect of Hydration

systems

The statement
corresponds

fact that these

have experimentally

by Oyler and Adamowicz

to a fictitious

anionic

states

anion state,

determined
that use of

obviously

ignores

exist, and have been treated

with

contracted basis functions in other work.
The important
system?

question

for DNA is: Which state

The dipole bound anion suggested

found in aqueous

solution experimentally

calculations

for unstable

anions

compare

in the biological

for uracil by Oyler and Adamowicz is not

nor is it expected

such diffuse states are strongly destabilized

applies

in a condensed

on theoretical
phase.

well with experimental

stable states in solution and this can be understood

grounds, as

In fact gas phase
spin densities

on the following basis.

for

To the first

6
order, the effect of the solvent
manifold

of the anion

polarization

dielectric

radical.

is to lower the entire molecular

The Born term provides

energy which for a typical

an estimate

DNA base anion radical

orbital

energy

of this

solvent

amounts

to about 2 ev

in water. Thus temporary bound anionic states in the gas phase become stable bound
states in solution and it is these contracted
states and this environment
that are
relevant

to DNA and are the ultimate

3.

Higher

Level

to Experimental
calculations

interests

Calculations

Values

of our work.

of IEs and EAs of DNA bases:

(work

in progress).

do not correct for electron

correlation.

Simple

Comparison

Hartree

Fock level

With large bases sets the electron

correlation correction becomes the major source of error in the simple HF calculations.
In our work we found that our calculated values for the adiabatic IE were lower than
the experiment

by about 1 ev.

of the neutral

molecule

compensating

errors

approach

Koopman's

to predict

the IE energy.

in previous

In this work we perform

full calculations

using the Miller Plesset

The larger

bases

(both

positive

calculations
submitted.
4.

and

to experimental
Cation

5, published).
have

detected

radicals.
available
anions

Radical
Studies

backbone

and cations

and subsequently

ionizing
radicals

backbone

correction

correction.

in this work.

well known
factors

formed in irradiated
radicals,

radiations

We have

IP's

and EA's

to correct

but have

these

and will be shortly
(paper

DNA at low temperature
yet to find deoxyribose

are known

to randomly

thus far found by ESR spectroscopy

ionize

Since damaged

have revealed
sugars

cell death, it is of importance

the existence

are known
to examine

studies

of

of a variety

of

to lead to strand
possible

all

are the radical

On the other hand, low temperature

and nucleosides

molecular

are employed

correlation

over 50% of the DNA's mass is made up of the sugar-

formed in the sugar-phosphate
Ab initio

make

this simpler

on the DNA Sugar PhosphateBackbone

of the DNA bases.

radicals.

for electron

This work is in progress

of DNA base

and

nucleotides

sugar-centered

results.

even though

As a consequence

of experimentall

derived

of free radicals

sites, the initial

irradiated

and

Sites

a number

Indeed,

phosphate

MP2 technique

to a variety

negative)

actually

of the IE and EA of DNA bases and their

sets (6-31G* and 6-31+G(d))
calculations

values

of the orbitals

work.

ion radicals

these

use the energy

Koopman's

which mimic the IE quite well.

was empleyed

compared

IE energies

primary

breaks
radicals

backbone.
orbital

have been performed

calculations

of various

to aid our understanding

fragments
of charge

of the DNA

localization

and
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transferfollowing
DNA irradiation.
Koopmans ionization
potentials
of H3PO4,
H2PO4- and several
hydratedformsoftheH2PO4--Na+ complexwere determinedat
theROHF/3-21G level•
Counterion
interaction
and progressive
hydration
result
ina
substantialincreasein the phosphate ionizationpotential,
hence gradually
disfavoring
the phosphategroupas a potential
localization
siteforthe hole.The
bindingenergyofthewatersofhydrationprogressively
decreases
as saturation
is
approached.Inthetriply
hydratedsystem,
theaveragewater-sodium
bindingenergy
is31.2kcal/molH20 whilethe averagewater-phosphate
oxygen hydrogenbond
energyis9.4kcal/mol
H20. The Koopmans ionization
potential
of2'-deoxyribose
was
determined,
leadingtothefollowing
trendinIP:base< deoxyribose
(D)< phosphate
(P).Calculations
performedon D-P,D-P-D and P-D-Preveal
thatthejoining
ofD to
D-P resultsin a decreasein IP of D-P whilejoiningofP to D-P raisesitsIP.
SubsequenthydrationofD-P and D-P-D viaa sodiumcounterion
results
in a slight
decrease
inKoopmans IP. Unpairedspindensities
determinedinD, D-P and D-P-D
localize
the holeat the sugarringoxygen,whileholelocalization
at the anionic
phosphateoxygenisfoundinP-D-P.Indeoxycytidine-3'-monophosphate,
thespinis
localized
to the cytosine
base _ electron
system.Kooprnansionization
potentials
determinedforD-P and P-D-P in Z-DNA are ca.0.2ev lowerthan theirB-DNA
analogues.
5. Sugar radicals in DNA. Ab Initio Molecular Orbital Calculations Of
The Structure
And Energetics
Of DNA Deoxyribose
Radicals
(work in
progress) The relative stability of five deoxyribose centered radicals embedded in a
short segment of the DNA backbone is investigated at the ROHF/3-21G and larger
basis sets. The energy minima obtained upon geometry optimization correspond to
the S-type conformers of the radicals. Our results show that the C1' centered radical
is energetically more stable than the C4', C5°,C3' and C2' radicals respectively. The
C 1', C3°, C4' and C5' centered radicals are found to adopt the envelope pucker mode 2E,
while the C2' radical follows the unusual twist _T conformation resulting in a nearly
planar configuration. The glycosidic bond between cytosine and various sugar radicals
varied from 1.42_ in the C1' radical to 1.49_ in the C2' radical. Optimization of the
glycosyl
relative
crystals
radicals

angle in all five fragments results in the base adopting an anti orientation
to the sugar moiety. Experimental sugar radical conformations from simple
agree quite well with our results suggesting that they are applicable to
in a DNA environment.
While solvent consideration may affect the relative

8
stability and conformation of the radical species investigated, this study supports the
importance of the C1' and C4' sugar radicals as precursor to strand breaks and shows
that DNA conformation is altered by sugar radical formation following irradiation of
the biomolecule.
6.
Structures
of Products Formed from Primary Radical Ions
(work in progress).
Primary anion radicals may undergo rapid irreversible
protonation reactions, whereas, the cations may undergo irreversible hydroxide ion
addition or reversible deprotonation reactions• For each of the DNA base anion and
cation radicals likely to undergo such reactions we are optimizing the structures of the
product radical species and determined the total energies.
Calculation of accurate total energies allows for estimation of enthalpies
energies of formation which will be valuable in predicting the relative importance of
each product to DNA radiolysis.
Various other properties such as spin densities,
charge densities, dipole moments, ionization energies, electron affinities for all
structures computed are being computed. The spin densities and charge densities are
helpful in predicting the reactivity of the species. The ionization energies and the
electron affinities can be of significance in predicting electron disproportionation
reactions. This work is approximately 2/3 completed.
d. Product

Formation

in progress).
Forest University,

in T-irradiated

DNA as a Function

of Hydration

(work

In this joint effort with Steven Swarts and Ken Wheeler of Wake
T-irradiated DNA hydrated to various levels has been analyzed for

several types of lesions.

These DNA lesions include the release of unaltered

bases,

specific DNA base damage, and nucleoside damage. This work has yielded one
publication last year and should yield another on product formation this year. It was
slowed due to a loss of funding in the Wheeler laboratory for a time period,
e. The Influence of Oxygen on the Repair of Direct Radiation Damage to DNA
by Thiols in Model Systems (submitted for publication).
The reactions of thiols
with DNA primary radical intermediates formed after T-irradiation of frozen (77 K)
anoxic and oxic solutions of DNA/thiol mixtures are investigated
by ESR
spectroscopy. The primary DNA radical anions and cations (DNA + and DNA_) are
suggested to be the predominant radicals at low temperatures. At higher temperature
these primary radicals react to form new radical species. In anoxic samples, TH*,
RSSR; and, in glutathione samples .GSH (a carbon centered radical) species are

I
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observed as the temperature
is increased.
The presence of oxygen efficiently
supresses the formation of RSSR; and *GSH; instead, in oxic samples, 02 ;, DNAOO o,
RSOO o, and RSOo are observed at higher temperatures. The photolytic conversion of
RSOO° to RSO2 ° is used to verify the presence of RSOOo in g-irradiated DNA/thiol
systems and confirm that the computer analysis employed yields reasonable
estimates of the relative DNAOO° and RSOOo concentrations.
Based on this work it
is concluded that THo, DNAOOo originate with DNA;, whereas RSSR_, °GSH, and
RSOOo originate with DNA +. DNAOO* is also found to react with RSH to form ItS°
and in oxygen RSOO°. The possible role of DNAOO °, RSO0 o, RSOo, RSO2 o, and
°OOGSH in the chemical oxygen enhancement
effect at biologically realistic
temperatures
will be discussed.
This work was supported principally by the NIH
(RO 1 CA 45424) with initial support by the DOE.

II. Effort of the Principal InvestigatorThe principal investigator spent ca. 2
months of the 15 week of the 1992 spring-summer on this work. Further a significant
fraction of his academic year time (not contractually obligated) is spent on this work.
During the upcoming fiscal year the principal investigator will spend ca. 2 months of
the 15 week 1993 spring-summer on this work and a significant fraction of his
academic year effort.
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presented at Annual Meeting of the Association for Research
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